
 

 

It is always good to have the S-1 hounding me for my newsletter input because that 
means that another month has passed.  With November well underway, the holidays are 
almost here.  While being away from Family is never easy, it is harder over the holidays so 
please keep the mail and packages coming so that your Soldiers get that little piece of home 
over the holiday season.  CSM Scott has worked hard to ensure that all of our Soldiers will get a 
Thanksgiving dinner so I will do my best to ensure they can get fat for a short time, although I 
can’t promise they will be able to watch football after eating dinner.   

The Phoenix Battalion has continued performing incredibly well over the last 30 days 
with probably the most diverse mission in the brigade.  From the battlespace owners out 
interacting with the Kandahar City residents everyday to the specialty companies providing 
unparalleled support to the Raider Brigade, there is no doubt that your Soldiers are helping the 
success of our mission.  Everyday that I am out on the road throughout the city I talk with local 
residents and get their feedback on how things are going.  Almost to a person, they have seen 
incredible improvements in security since the Raider Brigade arrived and that is the key to 
helping improve the governance and development throughout the city.  While there are 
challenges everyday that provide a small setback at times, we are absolutely making a positive 
difference in this country.   

Things are also continuing very well throughout the Rear Detachment.   We have 
received a lot of new Soldiers in theater and that is always well appreciated.  I continue to be 
impressed with all of the support we receive from the Families and friends – thanks!!     

PHOENIX!!   

 

Phoenix 6   

 

Friends and Family of the Phoenix Battalion, it has been another month of successful operations for 
Phoenix Soldiers  and life changing head way for the people of Afghanistan. The efforts of your Soldiers 
and our partnership with the great people of Afghanistan are bringing bigger and better things for this 
country. To say that we are busy is an understatement and it is making time fly by for most of the 
Phoenix Battalion Soldiers. Well, it seems like time is flying by anyway. You have probably seen all of the 



great things that our Battalion and the RAIDER Brigade are accomplishing in the news, and it does not 
stop until we accomplish our mission. We are 4 months into this deployment and we have already made 
great strides in Kandahar City, AFG. We will continue striving to help the people of Afghanistan and we 
will continue moving forward. I assure you that you should be very proud of each and every one of the 
Soldiers of this great Battalion for what they sacrifice being here every day to better Afghanistan for its 
people. As you know words can never truly describe the effort and drive of an American Soldier, but one 
thing is for sure, as far as American Heroes go there are none better than those in the Phoenix Battalion.  

 

PHOENIX! 

 

CSM Scott  

















Business As Usual 

By SGT Eamonn C. McDonough, Headquarters Headquarters Company 

The end of October brings to a close the busiest month so far for the Headhunters in 

Afghanistan.  The population on Camp Nathan Smith has continued to rise, bringing the total living on 

post to over 1,500 Soldiers, civilians, and local contractors. With this rise in personnel, many upgrades 

and improvements have continued to better the lives of all residents. The Phoenix Dining Facility has 

opened and has alleviated much of the traffic between it and the SSG Tate Dining Facility. These chow 

halls play a key part in keeping morale high for all personnel on Camp Nathan Smith. 

Due to the efforts of the Headquarters Platoon and the SeaBees, the eastern expansion of Camp 

Nathan Smith is now home to a new Ammo Handling Area (AHA). This area provides safe storage of all 

ammunition and pyrotechnics for the post, as well as an area for Explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD) to 

store and dispose of excess materials. 

The Post Exchange (PX) has expanded, taking over the area once held by the Canadian Exchange. 

1LT McCracken and SGT Sells have built and maintained orders to keep up with the ever-growing 

population of the camp. The PX provides necessities such as soap and pillows, but also all the snacks and 

coffee a Soldier could need.  

Headquarters and Headquarters Company has a new Equal Opportunity Representative.  SSG 

Serrano completed the EO course at Kandahar Airfield. He already has plans in the works for awareness 

training, and has the continued support of all personnel on camp. 

The MP platoon continued their duties providing a Quick Reaction Force (QRF) for Camp Nathan 

Smith and the surrounding areas. Their efforts, as well as those of the EOD element, have brought them 

out and back safely. The QRF team has logged over 160 missions in the few short months they have 

been on the road.  



The Painkillers kept up their support of all units on Camp Nathan Smith by providing sick call, 

vaccinations, and emergency care. The PA, CPT Alden, continued his rotations with the 504th

SSG Elam and his Thunderbird element have expanded their runs this month. Now, they not only 

run to KAF, OCCK, but also many of the checkpoints surrounding Camp Nathan Smith. They have 

provided a lifeline of the essentials, such as food, construction equipment, and water. They also are the 

bringers of morale to many of these areas, as they come loaded with mail as well.  

 MP BN, 

supporting them in sector. Also, PFC Meister joined the MP platoon this month to provide medical 

assistance to the QRF. 

The Gambit platoon has continued to provide a security presence for LTC Beck and CSM Scott. 

They conduct battlefield circulations and observations of all BSTB elements in the area of operations.  

Leadership, LT Lebo and SSG Braunch, have also been trained on and have accepted the task to be the 

Battalion’s Commander’s Emergency Response Program (CERP) funding team. We hope to help the local 

population with urgent humanitarian needs through this valuable funding. 

Changes and expansion are still in the future for all living at Camp Nathan Smith. Approval of the 

southeastern expansion and subsequent site survey has provided the groundwork for the new 

maintenance areas. The construction and clearing of the new buildings mean that the months ahead will 

keep all the Headhunters as busy, if not busier, than the months previous. 
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The Sentinel Monthly 

   
 I’m pleased to present our third edition of our monthly Sentinel update, which means that 
another month has passed and we are all one month closer to coming home.   

 We’ve had a busy month with a lot of moving pieces as I’m sure many of you already 
know.   Throughout the month of October we’ve 
relocated the Shadow UAV platoon from Forward 
Operating Base Farah in Regional Command West 
to Forward Operating Base Wilson in Regional 
Command South to support our brothers and sisters 
fighting in the Arghandab River Valley and 
Kandahar City.  While it is certainly no easy task to 
cease operations and relocate the entire platoon 
across a significant portion of Afghanistan, we were 
able to pull it off successfully due in large part to 
the flexibility and ingenuity of the Sentinel Soldiers.  As many of you are aware, nothing moves 
easily in Afghanistan and this fact certainly does not change the second time around.   

 Simultaneous to the UAV platoon’s move to FOB Wilson, we relocated our Company 
Headquarters from Camp Stone, Herat to Camp Nathan Smith, Kandahar.  With the UAV 
platoon operating from the South, the balance of our forces shifted back to Kandahar so the 
decision was made to relocate the headquarters to best support our operations there.  The 
Company Headquarters now resides within what we call the “plywood palace.” We call it this 
due to the number of interconnected plywood structures built within a former fruit cannery in 
downtown Kandahar. 

 Last, but certainly not least, our Low Level Voice Intercept (LLVI) team comprised of 
SSG Shin, SGT Krassowski, SPC Madrigal, and PFC Daigle have relocated to the Arghandab 
River Valley to support Task Force 1-66.  Our LLVI team has their work cut out for them as they 
set about deciphering the dizzying number of signals and intelligence originating from across the 
valley.  The LLVI team has been augmented by teams of Infantry Soldiers learning to conduct 
simple signal intercepts. With these additional Soldiers, SSG Shin and team are taking point on a 
significant intelligence collection effort across key terrain that will contribute to the stabilization 
mission in Kandahar City. 

 To our Families back home, I hope this update finds you in good health and spirits.  As 
always, I can be contacted at james.m.brogan@us.army.mil for any questions or concerns. 

Thank you for your continued support, 

 CPT James Brogan 

mailto:james.m.brogan@us.army.mil�


October has proven to be another busy month for the HUMINT platoon.  At this point in 
the deployment the teams are well integrated within the units that they are supporting on the 
ground.  We’re settling into a very busy rhythm of doing patrols, attending meetings, and writing 
reports. Though, we still try to find a little time to blow off steam at the gym, play cards together, 
or read letters from home.  

“Hustlers” HUMINT Platoon 

SGT Ryan Cowley and SPC Shawn Mullen spend a lot of time with 4-42 Field Artillery 
patrols talking to locals in Farah province in western Afghanistan, many of whom have never 
talked to an American before.  I can’t imagine a better introduction to America than SGT 
Cowley’s smile and West Virginia drawl.  SPC Andrew Mullins finally got his wish and 
transferred from the Operational Management Team down to SGT Cowley’s Collection Team 
and is ready to get his hands, and boots, dirty.  SPC Shartah Swafford is introducing SPC 
Mullins to all the people she has befriended on FOB Farah and getting him ready to work. 

SGT Mike Wadley’s team in the 
Arghandab River Valley is putting their physical 
training to the test as much as their intellect.  
Patrolling with 1-66 Armor means SGT Wadley, 
SGT Bethany Brown, and PFC Jonathan Grenier 
climb 5 foot high walls and slog through knee-
deep mud in corn fields in order to get to talk to 
the curious local villagers.  As SGT Bethany 
Brown (right) says, “That village elder called me 
his sister upon meeting me and wanted a picture 
with me.  Everyone in this country is curious about the strange blonde woman running amok and 
even try to touch my hair every chance they get.” 

SGT Charles Warren’s team is definitely making waves in Kandahar.  They’re out every 
day supporting 1-22 Infantry in their mission to drive the Taliban from the city that they call 
home.  They’re being recognized for it, too.  This month, SPC Kristina Shade was selected as the 
1st Special Troops Battalion Soldier of the Month 
and SGT Warren was chosen as the battalion’s 
Noncommissioned Officer of the Month.   

SSG Henry Daniel’s team spent the past 
month all over northwest Afghanistan helping 7-
10 Cavalry engage the local people in Kushk-e 
Kunhe during medical operations, meetings with 
village leaders, and patrols through the cities and 
countryside.  In this picture (right) SGT Jesse 
Brune and SPC Brittany Metz stopped to talk to 
local school teachers and the kids all wanted their 



picture taken with the Americans. 

   SSG Gordon and WO1 Del Valle attended the Regional Command West 
change of command dinner where top Afghan commanders enjoyed the 
music and talked in a relaxed environment.  WO1 Del Valle also traveled 
to Farah via helicopter to visit SGT Cowley’s team.   I have to mention 
the method of travel because everyone that knows WO1 Del Valle well 
understands that he’d rather walk 200 kilometers than fly the same 
distance.  Here is a picture (left) of WO1 Del Valle meditating in hopes of 
a quick landing.  Unfortunately, the flight lasted a long and torturous 45 
minutes.  

Overall, the Soldiers in the HUMINT platoon are having a great time whether they are 
conducting patrols, attending meetings, writing reports, reading letters from home or just 
traveling ridiculously long distances via flying apparatuses.   All of us can agree that our best 
pastime is definitely getting in touch with our love ones back home.  We love you guys and we’ll 
see you soon.       

- Mr. Del Valle 

 

Three weeks ago, Nighthawk Platoon received the news that we were moving from FOB 
Farah to Kandahar Province. The news came a week before a large mission in support of 4-42 
Field Artillery.  The news was a shock to the platoon as well as to 4-42, after weeks of 
conducting missions together and establishing a good battle rhythm. When the Platoon received 
the news to relocate and the reasons why, 
everybody understood and got to work. 

“Nighthawks” TUAS Platoon 

 When the news arrived, the Soldiers 
thought back to the hard work they had done 
to construct an amazing launch and recovery 
site from the barren desert of Farah.   All 
elements involved with the construction had 
thought the platoon would stay in Farah until 
the deployment was complete. However, the 
TUAV platoon members did not complain, 
they started planning the move. The dire need 
to support our brothers in Kandahar was 
evident. Our co-location with 2/101 Air 
Assault, from Ft. Campbell, Kentucky is of the utmost importance. This will be our second time 
working with 2/101 and will bring old friends back together to accomplish the mission and 
support the troops on the ground.  

Soldiers of the TUAS Platoon start construction of their new launch & recovery site at FOB 
Wilson. 



          The NCOs in our Platoon are stepping up and taking the lead to prepare a game plan to 
make this move possible. The Platoon will have to tear down and inventory equipment to make 
sure that when the time comes they will be ready to load Milvans, Quadcons, and Cargo trucks. 
We will do all these things and still conduct our last mission supporting Task Force Arrow.  We 
take our jobs seriously, supporting our troops as well as our local counterparts, the Italians and 
ANSF (Afghanistan National Security Force).  

 The relocation to FOB Wilson will be a long, painful and tiring process. We will still 
concentrate our efforts on accomplishing the mission and supporting the Soldiers of the United 
States Army and Coalition Forces.  

 The new mailing address for our TUAS Soldiers at FOB Wilson is: 

   NAME 
   TUAS, 1STB, 4ID (M) 
   FOB WILSON 
   APO AE 09370 
 

- Chief King 



 
 

Sentinels in Action! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PFC Jennifer Matikonis enjoying her stay at Camp Nathan Smith as 

the newest member of the ISR “Tigers.” 
LT Hadley poses for a photo, unaware of the rabid fox sleeping on 

her head. 

Mr. Del Valle stretches the limits of the 
relaxed grooming policy. 

The Sentinel West Cookout before 
starting the move to Kandahar. 

SGT Rollstin shows off his new IEW 
workshop complete with custom door 

by SGT Lara 

SGT May (the sole Sentinel at Kandahar Airfield) helps “acquire” supplies 
to support the UAV Platoon’s move to FOB Wilson. 

The UAV Platoon pauses for a photo in front of a painting of Rick Rescorla 
for whom their previous home was named. 



 
 

 
 

 

“Tigers” ISR Platoon 

Greetings from the ISR “Tigers” Platoon 

The Beat Goes On.  Wow, here we are yet again for the monthly report on our progress 
here in Afghanistan in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. By the end of the month of 
October our Platoon will have hit 100 days in theater.  For the most part our daily routines have 
settled. We continue to focus our intelligence efforts in support of the Brigade’s main effort to 
clear and secure Kandahar City and the Arghandab River Valley in Regional Command South. 
At times it seems this also includes the entire western boarder in Regional Command West.  The 
Platoon continues to work very hard, the days are long and one seems to bleed seamlessly into 
the next, rest is scarce, nevertheless, our Soldiers continue to perform beyond expectations and 
spirits remain high thanks, in no small part, to the unrelenting support we receive from all of you 
back home. 

The Platoon underwent some cosmetic changes in the last month.  We said good-bye to 
SSG Bridget Kelley, Tiger 7, who transitioned to Regional Command West to assist in an 
analytical capacity and focus her tireless efforts on intelligence analysis for that area of 
operations.   Naturally, she departed  24 
hours before her going away gift from the 
Platoon  arrived at CNS from the States – 
uuugggghhh.  No worries, SSG Kelley 
we’ll get it out to you in the west 
somehow.   In her stead SSG Scott Warren 
took over Platoon Sergeant responsibilities 
and, since the transition, has worked very 
hard in getting up to speed understanding 
how the Platoon functions and how our 
complex systems operate.  The Tigers 
appreciate SSG Kelley’s hard work as our 
Platoon Sergeant for the past 15 months 
and wish her the very best in her new job out west.  At the same time we welcome SSG Warren 
and thank him for picking up the slack in her absence.  Anyone sending packages to SSG Warren 
please remember to mail an extra can or two of Red Bull – he’ll need it.  We also welcomed the 

LT Carrigan sets up his mobile office in the new Company CP at Camp Nathan Smith in 
an effort to escape from the Brigade Operations Center. 



returned of hard working PFC Steven Duffey who returned to us early this month after his mid-
tour leave.  Welcome back, PFC Duffey! 

The Tigers also welcomed the Company Leadership and HQ support element to Camp 
Nathan Smith.  CPT Brogan, 1LT Hadley, 1SG May, SFC Moreno, SGT Lara, SPC Sinclair, and 
PFC Clark are transitioning the MICO CP to CNS – you can never move too many times, just 
ask CPT Brogan!   Yes, the Boss (or Bosses) are back in town which will interfere greatly with 
my time spent at the CNS pool.  In all seriousness, the Tigers are very glad to have our 
Command element located here with us, their 
support and presence heads-off many problems. 

Finally, the Tigers are more than proud to announce 
the arrival of a new member. PFC Greg Dill and his 
wife, Jyneffer, are celebrating the arrival of their 
new baby girl, Isabelle Elizabeth Dill, who joined 
the Tigers on 11 October 2010!  Isabelle joined the 
Tigers a few weeks earlier than expected, however, 
after her check-up she and Mom were sent home 
and both are doing great and waiting for Dad to join 
them.  Congratulations Greg and Jyneffer! 

Here are some thoughts for our first note home to FT Carson from some members of the Platoon: 

SPC Brian McCraw says, “Compared to what I expected and endured in the 20 man tent, CNS is 
a pretty nice place.  And to my wife, Katie, I love you very much and I’ll be home soon.”   

SPC Gabriel Orellana shared, “Sarah and Gabriel (his wife and son), I miss you both so much, 
but please know I am using my time away for a good purpose . . . managing my five NFL fantasy 
football teams!”   

PFC Christopher Tisdale says, “I hope all is going well stateside.  Things continue to be . . . okay 
in Afghanistan.  We all figured if we are complaining about how cold the temperature of our tent 
is during the day, how hot the water in the shower is and how the most difficult part of our day is 
explaining a ‘high and tight’ to the local barber then deployment is going fairly well.  Oh, and 
can you put in ‘I love you, Laura!’?.”   

SSG Scott Warren wants folks back home to know that, “life as the new Platoon Sergeant is 
everything I expected, no more tanning by the CNS Pool and no more private room – I’m now 
stuck at a desk or in a tent.  It is sad when a trip to a port-a-john is considered time away.”   

PFC Greg Dill, our proud Dad for the third time, says, “I am glad Isabel and  Jyneffer are back 
home safe and Izzy is already up to a healthy weight.  I can’t wait to see all of you in January.”   

PFC Steven Duffey noted, “After returning from leave I expected to return to the same stress 
filled place; but I found morale was at an all time high and everyone seemed less stressed, not 
sure why the change but like President Obama said, ‘Change is Good’.”   

PFC Dill pauses for a photo while working as an analyst in the 
Counter-IED cell at Camp Nathan Smith. 



As always, there will be more to follow from others next month and thanks to all of you back 
home for your support that makes our lives easier and our jobs worthwhile.   

- 1LT Jim Carrigan 

 

(Disclaimer: The following update was written before SFC Kern’s 5

“Banshee” SIGINT Platoon 
th

Greetings from the SIGINT “Banshees” platoon.   

 cup of coffee.) 

Nearly three months into our deployment, we continue to build and develop our mission 
here.  This process has provided all of the Soldiers in the platoon with a wealth of life 
experiences and professional development.  

 Those of us out West have learned more about 
navigating a well-entrenched bureaucracy in the past 
several weeks than many people experience in a life 
time.  In the course of building our capabilities here, we 
have become intimately familiar with an OGA (other 
government agency) which we refer to as Globo-Gym 
(“Cause we’re better than you, and we know it!”).  The 
byzantine labyrinth of red-tape inherent to this 
organization is rivaled only by the sunny disposition, 
can-do attitude, and avid eagerness of its faceless, 
corporate drones to help deployed Soldiers.  Why, not 
even once has a senior member of this organization 
misunderstood a request, passed the buck to another 
(possibly fictional) office, or taken an extended leave of 
absence without letting us know ahead of time.    In fact, 
yesterday I received an e-mail from one of these unsung, 
administrative heroes with no less than 10 exclamation points in a row (quote: THANK YOU SO 
MUCH!!!!!!!!!!).  I didn’t know grown men corresponded that way, but I am a social and 
technological Neanderthal, so what do I know… 

Greasing the wheels for this mission-building process is the absolutely state-of-the-art 
communications gear we employ.  With connection speeds rivaling the very first dial-up ISPs 
and a customer service arm which is staffed by old hippies who desperately hate Soldiers (their 
night shift is particularly helpful), our biggest issue there is keeping track of the many ways that 
AGS excels (we have developed a hate

On a more personal note, the platoon began rotating Soldiers home for leave this month.  
SPC Jin is in Kentucky with his Family, and SGT Ferido is headed to the Phillipines to visit her 

 dry-erase board to help keep track of their various helpful 
suggestions).   

SGT Ellis fixing the T-Lite (like he does every day). 



son, Caleb, and the rest of her Family.  We also received our newest Soldiers last month, PFC 
Jones (who SGT Ellis has christened Skippy) and PFC Daigle.  PFC Jones has already endeared 
himself to those of us in Herat by devoting countless hours to making the Hughes-net VSAT 
terminal for internet work in the barracks.  PFC Daigle, who is with SSG Shin’s team in the 
Arghandab River Valley, was awarded a coin by the Secretary of Defense for his first mission 
with the team in Kandahar City.   

SGT Call, SGT Peacoe and SPC Bragassa continue to be the envy of the platoon, as there 
are actually trees and a little bit of grass on their base in Shindand.  SGT Call is still valiantly 
fighting to get his team approved for relaxed grooming standards (they want beards). However, 
instead he has so far had to rely on advance notice of any official visits to prevent any questions 
about haircuts and shaving.   

SSG Tallman’s team in Farah is also doing well, despite the fact that he is a huge liar (the 
gumdrop rain is weekly, not twice a day).  When I visited a couple weeks ago I was treated to a 
Karaoke demonstration of rare beauty; SSG Tallman and Jake Gibson have a stage presence and 
chemistry not seen since George Michaels left “Wham!”.  SGT Lawhorn has definitely made a 
niche for himself there and has taken over as the team’s representative for the daily conference 
call with company headquarters.  SGT McKay, meanwhile, has admirably adapted to living and 
working in very close quarters with three of the more flamboyant personalities in the platoon, 
and has shown this by not physically assaulting anyone, that I know of. 

SGT Ellis’ team in Herat continues to struggle with the aforementioned red-tape, 
although this month has marked several momentous breakthroughs which I unfortunately can’t 
share here.  In the meantime, they have started receiving additional clothing issue from the 
Army.  SGT Mayer has the distinction of being the only Soldier so far to receive the proper size 
pants (everyone else got a size too long); an achievement offset by the receipt of his Army-
briefs, which are large enough for at least three men to wear simultaneously.  SPC Zawwin has 
turned into a real gym rat, I’m pretty sure he is now addicted to protein and vitamins.  SGT Ellis, 
following construction of barracks rooms in the tents and renovations to the SCIF has cemented 
his place as the carpenter in chief. (He built an Adirondack table for his room, seriously.) 

Anyways, on behalf of the SIGINT platoon, thank you all for your continued support.  
The volume of care packages has been tremendous, and they are a huge morale-booster for 
everyone.  It’s always nice to be reminded that someone at home remembers you.  Rest assured 
that you, the Spouses, Families and friends, remain uppermost in our minds as we continue this 
deployment. 

- SFC Kern 



BRAVO COMPANY: 

Commander’s Comments: 

This month was another long, productive one for the Big Dawgs.  1SG Sanchez and I were able to visit 
every element in our spread-out company and check on their operations, health, and welfare.  During 
my travels we also conducted a 100% layout and inventory of the company’s property. 

JNN65 moved their equipment and half their Soldiers to the 1-66 Armor Battalion FOB in order to 
provide communications to that battalion.  The remainder of the platoon continues monitoring and 
installing Line of Sight radio systems across Kandahar City.  They also received four Soldiers from B Co, 
51st

JNN66 continues to provide communications support to RC-West and the Brigade elements in Herat.  
SPC Boardman and SPC Ross have been working diligently with the cable installation teams on Camp 
Stone as they dig trenches and lay fiber optic cable for the upgrade of the Camp’s communications 
infrastructure. 

 Signal Battalion from Ft. Lewis.  They were sent to us to assist in the installation of these radio 
systems.  We welcome them into our team and plan on doing lots of training and operations with them. 

NETOPS continues to monitor and troubleshoot the network and every day discovers something new 
that can be fixed, installed, or upgraded.  The junior Soldiers continue to learn and train on simulations 
and assist in troubleshooting network issues.   

The Headquarters continues operations to move Soldiers to and from R&R and procure supplies and 
equipment for all of our platoons.  SPC Lafferty was sent to a Combat Outpost in 1-66’s area of 
operations to install a radio retrans system to assist the Brigade’s radio communications coverage.   

Our Soldiers continue to work hard, learn new systems, and provide great communications services to 
our brothers and sisters across Task Force Raider.  They know they’re making a difference on this 
battlefield and appreciate all the love and support you’ve given them.   

 

Damn Lethal! 

 

Big Dawg 6 and Big Dawg 7 

 

 

Headquarter Platoon: 

This past month, Headquarters Platoon has been busy fielding new equipment to expand the Brigade 
network. The Line of Sight radio systems have been pushed out across Kandahar City to provide better 



communications for smaller COPs and CPs. The retrans team was sent out to 1-66 AO to provide 
redundancy in the Brigade’s FM coverage. Headquarters has also pushed out 5 Soldiers on R&R this 
month and supported each platoon with countless supply requests. We appreciate all the support from 
our loved ones back home! 

1st

 1st Platoon has been busy during the month of October.  Our platoon was split between two locations. 
In addition to Camp Nathan Smith, we now have personnel at Combat Outpost OCC-D.  At OCC-D we 
now have in place our primary communications equipment (JNN) under the leadership of SGT Dustin 
Kent, the JNN Section Chief.  During the transition, our JNN section was allotted five hours to relieve in 
place the outgoing communications equipment. SGT Kent and his Soldiers were able to complete that 
mission in less than half that amount of time.   Also, 1

 Platoon: 

st

    We are proud to announce that one of our own has joined the ranks of the Corps of Non-
Commissioned Officers as SPC Walker was promoted to Sergeant on the first of the month.  SGT Walker 
has been performing admirably alongside SGT Kent and the rest of the JNN section at OCC-D. 

 Platoon’s Line of Site Radio operations section 
led by SGT Boone, will be taking on additional communications assets at Camp Nathan Smith that will be 
arriving on site soon. 

    To the Family members and loved ones of our Soldiers, be proud to know that the Soldiers of First 
Platoon are performing their missions with pride and a sense of purpose.  1st

 

 Platoon leadership is proud 
of them all. 

2nd

   Out West, 2

 Platoon: 

nd Platoon continues to march on.   We celebrated one birthday in the month of October.  
PFC Schwartz is no longer a teenager as he celebrated his 20th birthday on the 11th.  He heads home for 
some R&R and will join 1st

 

 Platoon upon his return.  SPC Theodorakis is officially promotable.  He 
attended the promotion board and is looking forward to becoming an NCO in the near future.   The 
Platoon is adjusting to personnel changes and new mission requirements.  All in all, we are in good 
spirits and remain flexible.  Soldiers are learning new skills by working outside their MOS in the JNN and 
STT.  We look forward to new challenges and for our new Platoon Leader to arrive.   

NETOPS: 

This past month, Netops Platoon has promoted two Soldiers CPL Bock, and PFC Vargas. These Soldiers 
are well deserving of this promotion. CPL Bock is responsible for NETOPS night shift, and PFC Vargas is a 
critical part of the COMSEC Vault’s success.  

 



NETOPS has continued to remain busy with the expansion of the Brigade network infrastructure.  With 
many new locations opening, the need to provide communications support becomes more and more 
important. 

 

SFC Ronquille, SSG Nairn, and PFC Vargas have been working hard with all Battalions. Their goal right 
now is to develop systematic instructions to provide COMSEC support for the transition to Frequency 
Hopping  radio communications throughout the Brigade Footprint. We continue to approach the 
Brigade’s new requirements, and new equipment with the confidence that we can we can take on any 
mission and succeed. We are looking forward to the months ahead and the new challenges that will 
arise.  

 

SGT Vargas has assumed responsibility as the 1st Brigade Combat Team Frequency Manager for all of RC 
South, covering over 160,000 square miles of airspace. She has assisted network extension of Camp 
Nathan Smith by providing the frequencies required to maintain operations.  SGT Vargas continues on a 
daily basis to maintain current frequencies left over from 4-82 BCT, maintain a BDE CMD Rollup COMMO 
Card for all of RC South, as well as provide the additional support for frequency requests submitted by 
individuals within our area of operations. She continues to impress everyone with her dedication to her 
new duties as the Brigade FMO.  

 

Throughout the month’s missions, NETOPS Platoon NCOs and Soldiers have performed extremely well. 
The work load continues to grow and we continue to adapt, and overcome. We are extremely proud of 
our Soldiers, and their ability to overcome adversity with every change to the mission. 
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2nd PLATOON 
Platoon Leader: 1LT Mark Anderson 
Platoon Sergeant: SFC Kristopher Tate 
It has been another exciting month for 2nd Platoon in Kandahar 
City and the Arghandab River Valley.  The Platoon has been 
conducting dismounted patrols throughout all of the City’s Sub-
Districts and we have become an integral part of the re-
construction effort in Kandahar. The compliments continue to 
flow to the Brigade and Battalion Leadership concerning the 
fantastic work 2nd Platoon is doing. We couldn’t do it without the 
phenomenal leadership of our Team and Squad Leaders. 
 

4th PLATOON 
Platoon Leader: 1LT Jason Kim 
Platoon Sergeant: SFC Rick Lopez 
4th Platoon has come a long way since the move from Hotel 
California. We are finally at home with C Co 1STB and have been 
steadily progressing in our efforts to train and assist the 
Afghanistan National Police within Kandahar City. 4th Platoon 
would also like to welcome our newest members to the team, SGT 
Johnston and SPC Brewer. We know that they will be valuable 
assets to our team as we continue to operate and conduct 
missions in Kandahar City.  
 

1ST PLATOON 
Platoon Leader: 1LT Chase Podsiad 
Platoon Sergeant: SFC Abelardo Tijerina 
We welcome 1LT Chase Podsiad who is coming into the Company 
with a great knowledge of how the Battalion works on an 
operational level.  We farewell LT Beltran as he heads to the 
Battalion Staff and will eventually become the Task Force engineer 
in Kandahar City. The Soldiers have seen a great deal of activity in 
Kandahar City every mission and are being recognized at every 
level.  The Squad leaders are strong and the Soldiers are 
outstanding.  We have the best team in the company!   
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CRT PLATOON 
Maintenance Operations Sergeant: SFC Jason Lasher 
Motor Sergeant: SSG Brian Draper 
We would like to recognize SPC Montgomery for his exceptional 
ability to cross level from a Bradley Mechanic to Automated 
Logistics Specialist. He excelled by processing & managing all CLIX 
transactions w/ perfection. SGT L. Smith has hit the ground 
running by processing work-orders, weapon code-outs and 
scheduling high priority shipments of combat equipment. SGT 
Chick single handedly manages the BNs shipments & MHE support 
operations.  Great job men and thank you for your hard work! 

3rd PLATOON 
Platoon Leader: 1LT Thomas Schlesinger 
Platoon Sergeant: SFC Theodore Jubinville 
We are still at FOB Todd in northwestern Afghanistan.  With 
winter coming, we continue to ask for your support and anticipate 
your packages during the winter holidays. The platoon is awesome 
and is self-sufficient with the great leaders we have at every level.  
SSG Brooks is being recognized at the battalion level for his efforts 
as the Sapper Re-enlistment NCO.  The company was the first 
company to meet mission in the battalion.  The IED defeat 
missions continue and we save lives daily!  
 

MP PLATOON 
Platoon Leader: 2LT Michael Williams 
Platoon Sergeant: SFC Lisa Morgan 
We have joined a new team, Sappers, at Camp Nathan Smith in 
Kandahar City! We are very proud to be part of the team and my 
Soldiers and I look forward to doing great things in Kandahar. The 
joint efforts with the Afghanistan National Police within Kandahar 
City have been a great success with the Soldier, Team and Squad 
level. SSG Preston and SSG Horne continue to lead the way.  We 
continue to ask for your great support back home and thank you 
every day!   

Headquarters PLATOON 
Executive Officer: 1LT Simon Chung 
Operations Sergeant: SSG Gabriel Minor 
We are beginning to understand our new battle space in eastern Kandahar City.  SSG Wilson and SPC Bloom have done an exceptional job 
establishing the systems for the Company operations in all of Kandahar City.  SGT Robertson has been a great asset in Farah operations in the 
west.  We welcome SGT Smith & SPC Smith to the team, they will play an instrumental role for Headquarters and the overall company’s 
success.   

From the Command Group: 
Company Commander: CPT Michael Parks, Company Commander michael.andrew.parks@us.army.mil 
First Sergeant: 1SG Bobby Simmons, First Sergeant; bobby.simmons@us.army.mil 

We have passed the first 100 days in Afghanistan.  Soldiers are returning from the first push of R and R.  The Soldiers are doing a 
great job and the Company has taken on three separate company level missions. We welcome a new team of Military police into our 
formation to help assist the Company with training and operations in Kandahar City. 2nd platoon, 372nd MP CO has already been a great asset 
to the training of Afghanistan National Police and we welcome all knowledge they to bring to the fight.  I have tasked 1LT Mark Anderson to 
facilitate the design for Company T-shirts. We still have the best Soldiers in the Brigade and we are saving lives every single day! Please email 
me if you have any questions .Thank you for your time and support!  
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From the Family Readiness Group: 
FRG Leader: Mariann Parks, mariann.parks@yahoo.com 
Phone #: 443.474.0633 
FRG Co-Leader: Kristin Robertson, kristadawn918@yahoo.com 
Phone #: 719.246.6877 
Treasurer: Elizabeth Plato, lplato1221@hotmail.com 
 Phone #: 720.401.5027 
Co-Treasurer: Amy Sawyer 
 
 

Battalion Holiday Party: 
Come Celebrate the Holidays With the Ladies of the Phoenix Battalion!  
Nov. 12th from 6-8pm at the Special Events Center we will have a Holiday Bash with fun for all ages! The SEC will provide drinks and plenty of 
entertainment for the kids including a cookie decorating station! It is a potluck, so please bring snacks to share.  
Ideas for snacks are as follows: small bottled waters, pretzels, chips, baked goods, sliced fruit, veggies and veggie dips.  
Also, if you would like to help decorate or clean up, please let us know! It would be greatly appreciated!   

 

Message from the Command Team 
The Soldiers are doing great! Family members back home are 
making the deployment go by faster by sending packages.  Mail is 
the main morale booster here.  We are almost ¼ of the way through 
deployment, and are still slated for a one year deployment.  After 
the successful completion of daily missions, Sappers look forward to 
any time we can talk on the phone, email or chat with our Family 
back home.  Whether we are calling, skyping, or sending home gifts; 
we all try to reach back as much as we can.   Some great things are 
happening back home as well! SGT Buchwalter and his wife Kalyn 
had a baby girl (Adilyn) on 16 OCT 10 and PFC Qualls and his wife 
had a baby boy (Braden) on 12 OCT 10.  We welcome the new 
Sappers, congratulations! If you have any concerns or questions, 
you can email me (CPT Parks) anytime.  I will do my best to get back 
to you in a timely manner and provide you accurate feedback.  
Remember, we want to keep the information flow as accurate as 
possible back home.     – V/R, CPT Parks & 1SG Simmons 
 

Message from the Family Readiness Group 
Well, another month has come and gone! 3 months down!! 
Hopefully it is going by pretty fast for you all! We just wanted to 
thank everyone who came to the International pot-luck this 
month and hope that those of you who didn't make it, will be able 
to make it to November's get together. We would also like to 
thank everyone for their continued support of the FRG and all of 
the generous donations. It really helps make our activities here 
more fun and our FRG better prepared to support our Soldiers in 
Afghanistan!  
We are still working to keep Sapper Pride alive while the Soldiers 
are away. We are working to have the company t-shirts available 
for purchase after the holidays, battalion shirts will be available to 
purchase online in the next month, and we still have company 
bracelets left if you are interested in buying those.  
We would like to introduce Amy Sawyer as our co-treasurer and 
thank her for volunteering her services! If you are interested in 
serving the FRG in an official capacity, the FRG secretary position 
is still open. Please contact Mariann Parks if you have any 
questions about the position. 
We are sending the deployed Soldiers some Christmas packages 
this month and will be getting together at the FRC to put them 
together. We plan on baking A LOT of cookies to make individual 
bags for each Soldier, so if you would like to come to help bake, 
package cookies, or pack boxes it will be a fun time! We also want 
to welcome home some of the Soldiers who are home for R&R 
around this time.  We hope everyone is doing well and staying 
positive!  
Thank you again for your support! Every little bit helps!  
Sincerely, 
The FRG team! 

Family Readiness Group News 
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Upcoming FRG Events 

12 NOV Battalion Holiday Party 
18 NOV Soldiers’ Holiday Packages get together 

NOV November FRG Meeting (Time/Loc: TBD) 
 

Battalion “Hooah Wear”: 
1st Special Troops Battalion is working with a company downtown to 
put together an online store for “Hooah Wear” for the Phoenix 
Soldiers, Family and friends.  Several items will be available to 
purchase when the site is up and running.  Instead of having to collect 
money, purchases can be made online.   
 
The idea behind the online store is that out of town Families can 
purchase with free shipping and local orders can be picked up and 
available at Battalion.  More information is coming about this.  
 
 T-shirts (Long sleeve, short sleeve and ladies cut), sweatshirts 
(hoodie and crew), polo shirts and a 2/3 zip jacket will be available so 
far.  The site will ship to APO for the deployed Soldiers who are 
interested.  
 
Dependant on the price quotes the company comes back with, we 
may use this site as a fund raiser for the “Welcome Home” events. 
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4th PLATOON  
(Right):  SSG Sawyer leading the way 
during a patrol. SSG was blessed w/ 
a baby boy this past month! Congrats! 
(Below):  SSG Bower leading his  
Squad through Kandahar City. 
 

3rd PLATOON 
(Below): SSG Brooks, SSG  
Reed and SSG Trejo during  
Tactical Air Operations 
(Right): PFC Prescott has been  
outstanding with MEDOPS! 
 

MP PLATOON 
(Below): SGT Weaver and CPL Deihl  
on foot patrol with the platoon 
in Kandahar City, Afghanistan 
(Right): CPL Fletcher on a patrol in  
Northeast Kandahar , Afghanistan 

2nd PLATOON 
(Below): SGT Moreno on top of Alexander 
the Great’s Kandahar thrown (40 steps) 
(Right):  SGT McCormack conducting  
clearance within the walls of Kandahar 
 

1ST PLATOON 
(Below): SGT Clayton and with Italian Forces 
prior to mission in RC-West 
(Right): SPC Leva all smiles now that he has  
linked-up with his combat brothers in Farah! 
 

CRT PLATOON 
(Right): The platoon somehow got SPC  
Niemuth a birthday cake at BMG! 
(Below): SPC Wells, PFC Bostic working  
overtime on 3rd platoons RG31. 

Headquarters PLATOON 
(Left): PFC Cook, SGT Harris, 
 CPT Parks, SGT Schlitter 
on patrol in Kandahar City 
(Right):  SSG Minor, LT Chung  
and SFC Tate prepare to meet 
 with General  Casey, Chief of  
Staff of the Army 

Pictures of Charlie Company Soldiers in Afghanistan: 
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